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1 Political, Legal and economic framework
1.1

Is there a local energy plan or energy strategy in your city? What are the
main objectives and targets towards energy efficiency and renewable
energies?

The Covenant of mayors (2008) commits the signatory cities to exceed the European energy objectives,
which are to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2020. with its Climate Plan, the city of Paris starts a “factor 4”
approach targeting a reduction by 75% of green house gases produced by his own activities and from
parisian territory in 2050 compared to 2004. Concerning the all Parisian territory, the objective is to reach in
2020 a 25% reduction of greenhouse gases and energy consumption and to reach 25% of renewable energy
sources in the local energy consumption matrix , exceeding the European objectives.
Thus the development of renewable energy is a major strand of the Climate Plan of Paris to reduce the
carbon footprint of the territory. One of the main actions is the creation of 200 000 sqm of solar panels in
Paris by 2014, in addition to the study on the potential of renewable energies in Paris launched in October
2009.

1.2

Local thermal building regulations and/or building energy certification
Labels high energy performance in buildings:

References

Energy consumption
(kWh/m2/year)

Average parisian buildings

290 kWh/m2/year (2004)

Thermic regulation

• 130 kWh/m2/year (fossil fuels)
• 250 kWh/m2/year (electric
heating)
excluding the item "lighting"
117 kWh/m2/year

RT 2005

104 kWh/m2/year

RT 2005 - 20 %

117 kWh/m2/year

RT 2005 - 10 %

RT - 30 % +
• solar hot water + wood or
heating network
• or hot water + solar heating or
photovoltaic or heat pumps

RT 2005 – 30 %

(RT 2005)
– New residential
High energy performance building
(HPE)
Very high energy performance buildings
(THPE)
HPE buildings using
Renewable energies + wood or heating
network
THPE buildings using
renewable energies

Effinergie building (very low energy housing)
• New
• Refurbishement

• 65 kWh/m2/year in Paris
• 104 kWh/m2/year in Paris

Requirement compared to the
RT 2005

RT 2005 - 10 %

RT 2005 – 50 %
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National requirements are based on the thermal regulation 2005 (RT 2005). These regulations, which were
laid down by the Ministry for Public Amenities and Housing in 2005, capped annual primary energy
consumption per square metre in new constructions. For the climate zone in which Paris is situated, annual
consumption is capped at 130 kWh of primary energy. The commitments of the city, more binding, imply that:
the Climate protection Plan of Paris imposes an energy performance of 50kWhpe/sqm/year for new
construction and 80kWhpe/sqm/year for important refurbishment. So the City of Paris is over the Effinergie
label.

1.3

Existing local solar photovoltaics/thermal/renewable obligations.

Local authorities are not empowered to take dipositions on their territory with legal binding ahead of national
regulations. That’s why in France, a mayor has no authority to impose a solar code/plan. Instead, he can
impose urban rules for constructions (energy efficiency).
But beware these rules shall be taxable only for projects within the State is involved (buildings on the sessions
of public land or on ZAC, public housing), private operations are not required to apply those rules.
Thus, the Climate Plan of Paris imposes an energy performance (50 or 80 kWhpe/sqm/year).Therefore, to
achieve this requirement, manufacturers can offset using renewable energy.

1.4

Financing mechanisms and available subsidies at local level for adopting
solar technologies?

ANAH (Delegation of competence to the city of Paris)
L’Agence nationale de l’habitat (Anah), the national agency for housing distributes subventions to the owners
or allows them to benefit from tax relief under certain conditions.
For a better adaptation to local situations, the Anah is present in each department through its local
delegation and multiply partnerships with local authorities.
The Anah distributes subventions for saving energy works (including the development of equipment using
renewable energy sources).
Maximum rate for subventions

Anah rate
renter owner

tenant owner

free rent
intermediate contracted rent
social contracted rent
very social contracted rent
standard tenant
very social tenant

15%*
40%
60%
80%
30%
45%

Town rate
**
+20%
+20%
+20%
+20%
+20%

* : for works in common parts
** : only receivable for co-ownership plan
PARIS
!

Le Programme Copropriété Objectif Climat / the “co-ownership” program (action from the climate
protection plan) from January 2008 for a period of 3 years
1

- Subsidy of 70% on the heat diagnosis of your building (with aid from the region and ADEME );
1

ADEME : french national agency for energy savings and environment
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- Grants of the ANAH, plus the City of Paris on the work of energy saving (under certain conditions):
supplement of 20% of the work recommended by the energy diagnosis.
!
« Ecoprimes » :
Bonus from the City to facilitate the achievement of significant work in saving energy.

category
The very modest residents whose
homes are listed on the energy label
"F" or "G" before work and that carry
out work to reduce energy
consumption by at least 30%.
The modest homeowners performing
the same work.
Owners who carry out work leading
to a classification at least label "D",
provided they agree on an amount of
rent not to exceed and entitlement to
a specific tax deduction of 60%.

subvention
1500 euros

500 euros

4000 euros /dwelling

Energy consumption (kWh/m!/year)
! OPAH
Les opérations programmées d'amélioration de l'habitat (OPAH), programmed operations for improvement of
housing.The purpose is the rehabilitation of private buildings and reducing the discomfort of private
dwellings.

During the OPAH (3 to 5 years) and in a defined area, the owners and tenants enjoy:
- Advice and free services of an operator,
- Financial aid.
Work to promote sustainable development is receivable (work promoting energy or water conservation:
thermal insulation, heating regulation, sound insulation)
The OPAH can receive financial aid from the following organizations:
Agence Nationale pour l'Amélioration de l'Habitat (ANAH), Town of Paris, social action center of Paris,
Région Ile de France, Caisse d'Allocations Familiales (family allowances fund), etc…
REGION
The region has decided to set up a plan for energy conservation and development of local and renewable
energy and reducing greenhouse emissions from housing and the service sectors for the period 2006-2010.
!

Private owners
investment
personal solar water heater
combined solar system
solar photovoltaic

!

Subvention
800 ! on workforce
1 300 ! on workforce
1 300 ! on workforce

Except private owners

ELIGIBLE ACTIONS

Among other things, Measure 1: To systematize the knowledge and monitoring of consumption and energy
costs of thermal and electric power source in order to generate relevant decisions work.
Measure 2: Supporting Implementation of Saving Certificates of Energy.
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In the development of local and renewable energies :
Measure 5: support for solar water heating in residential buildings and the tertiary, or solar heating in the
residential new or old.
Measure 10: support for exemplary photovoltaic operations.
Studies

Installation
base
bonus
rate/scale
rate/scale

base rate

bonus rate

Control of heat and electricity
(measures 1 and 2)

25%

40%

15%

35%

Solar thermal program (Measure 5)

25%

40%

400"/m!

700"/m!

Green power program (measure 10)

40%

30%

2 Urban practices framework
2.1

Describe briefly the main criteria on the current urban practices, e.g.
guidelines for urban plans development and requirements on solar urban
planning if these exist.

Paris is a city entirely made up that cannot extend over natural or agricultural areas as do other cities. The
mechanism of evolution of Paris is focused on urban renewal.
Under the definition of Local Urban Plan (PLU) by the urbanism code, the Development and Sustainable
Development Plan of Paris (PADD), central document of the PLU, aims to improve the environment and the
daily lives of all Parisians in an urban design conform to the principles of sustainable development.
The three main objectives of the PLU are :
!
Beautifying the city mainly by built-heritage protection and vegetation,
!
To develop employment by promoting the implementation of activities (in particular through new
neighborhoods on the few areas not built)
!
As well as maintaining the social diversity and fight against inequality.
With the introduction of the Climate Plan in Paris this conception of urban planning also involves taking into
account the strategy "factor 4", including the 25% of energy consumption across Paris from renewables in
2020.This disposition is encouraged to private operators in terms of environmental recommendations
annexed to the PLU. Because certain environmental policy measures could not be incorporated into the legal
framework of the PLU in 2004, they were collected in a Cahier de Recommandations Environnementales (a
set of environmental recommendations).
Thus this set of environmental recommendations, aimed at players of the construction and management is a
binding agreement for projects in which the town takes part, and incentive for private operators.
It’s a presentation of the approach advocated by the City of Paris to facilitate the integration of environmental
considerations in the conduct of construction, renovation and / or development projects in Paris (evaluation
of the effects of the operation on the environment, choice of materials , construction management), and key
environmental issues to consider.
Within these issues, there are the energy management and the fight against climate change.
The book of environmental recommendations promotes sobriety energy and to choose energy sources best
suited.
It’s recommended to act on thermic insulation performance, heating performance, optimisation of natural and
artificial lights, to choose alternatives to the air-conditionning, to use heat and cold parsian networks when
6

it’s possible.
Emphasis is placed on the fact that any new construction must tend toward an energy consumption of 50
kWhEP/sqm/year, except technical impossibility justified by an independant engineering and design office,
and any big rehabilitation must tend toward a consumption of 80 kWhEP/sqm/year, in conformity with the
climate plan of Paris.
It should promote systems using renewable energies. And if these systems do not meet the full needs,
implement to minimize the use of fossil fuels.
Concerning new social dwellings, new projects must use a solar production of hot water with a coverage rate
of 30% minimum required, except in cases where sunlight is limited by masks or by major architectural
constraints ; in conformity with the climate plan of Paris.
The texts of urban regulation are currently being amended to facilitate the accomplishment of the
commitments of the Climate Plan.
the modification of the PLU approved by the council in Paris on 29 and September 30, 2009 indicates that
the installation of renewable energy is no more restrained by outlines of buildings, as well as insulating the
exterior facades may intrude on the public domain up to 20cm.
2.1.1

If there are no guidelines on solar urban planning, explain the political process for
developing the legal bounding framework. At what administrative level would a solar
urban planning obligation be decided and managed? How much time would/can such a
process last?

Currently, French Mayors can’t decide a solar ordinance like in Barcelona. The legal level is the State. A new
environment law is currently debating in French Parliament. Cities will be authorised to take such ordinance.
So, Mayor of Paris can only create a volunteer solar plan with incentives and no obligations. To be continued
by 2011…

2.1.2

Did you have tentative start-ups of similar experience in the past?

No, with Polis is the first time city of Paris will write a solar strategy.

2.2

Do you or would you face problems with large exemption categories, e.g.
historical buildings or landscape protected areas?

Paris includes 1900 buildings protected by the French legislation on historical buildings.
the french legislation states that a classified building cannot be modified, even in part, without the prior
approval of the Ministry of Culture. Moreover, every modification 500m around the building needs to obtain
the agreement of the Architects of buildings of France.
Those protection area (500m around the classified building) imply that almost all of Paris is subject to the
notice of Architectes Buildings of France (National Architects Order).
In addition to these monuments, more than 4000 interesting buildings (shape, architecture, history), identified
by the neighborhood councils or associations. These buildings are under a “town of Paris protection” less
strict reglementation than for the classified monuments.
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The town of Paris also includes “Enhance and Protection” Plans (“Plans de sauvegarde et de mise en
valeur” (PSMV)) for le Marais (3rd and 4th arrondissements in parts) and the 7th arrondissement which
involve the opinion of the National Architects Order to any type of work.
However, the two PSMV of Paris are are currently under revision with a willingness to allow the production of
solar energy in these sectors that would erase the difficulties encountered in the development of solar
devices on the buildings concerned.

2.3

How is the solar urban planning obligation monitored, or by which means
would be adequate to monitor/control the effective implementation of the
solar urban planning requisites?

Administrative procedures for connecting a photovoltaic system to the grid are :
!
A demand for prior notification or building permit for mayor (PASU, city of Paris)
!
A statement of operating photovoltaic system (DIDEME: Department for Energy Demand and Energy
Markets; State)
!
A certificate for electricity production (DRIRE: Regional Direction of Industry, Research and
Environment; State)
!
A grid connection contract (ERDF, Electricity network manager)
!
A purchase agreement (EDF, energy supplier)
Different levels at which we could verify the effective implementation and evolution of solar urban planning.

2.4

Which are the local stakeholders involved in promoting solar urban planning
and what is their attitude towards renewables obligation (e.g. are building
companies used to renewables)?

Creation of a financial operator :
Achieving the goal of 200 000 sqm of solar panels in 2014, and the objective of 25% renewables in 2020
need to remove obstacles to the development of projects by the different stakholders of Parisian territory.
An operator – public-private joint venture dedicated to the renewable energies development (SEM energie) greatly facilitates the passage to the act by simplifying the process and trust it induces. It will be a major
factor of cost reduction considering the volume of treated projects.
Furthermore, the use of renewable energies must be accompanied by improved energy efficiency of
buildings in Paris. The SEM energie will develop activities described as "energy service" and could become
the reference for energy performance contracts (schools, co-properties, social housing, service sector ...).
Lessors : using their properties for the installation of solar panels.
Region Ile de France: financing and promoting solar urban planning.

2.5

Which local networks are available to promote and disseminate solar urban
planning?

(ADEME) Espaces Info Energies Paris (11 centres) network: these Energy Information proximity Centers
are specialized in energy efficiency and renewable energies. In each centre, experts are here to inform and
advise about energy efficiency and climate change: what are simple things to do? What type of equipment to
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choose? What are the subventions ? etc..
ANAH : The Anah is a public institution created in 1971. Its mission is to implement the national policy of
development, rehabilitation and improvement of private existing housing.
CAUE of Paris (environment, urbanism, architecture council):
CAUE is an association with a public mission to develop information campaigns aimed at the wide public,
dealing with architecture, town planning, environment and landscapes. CAUE develops Information, advice
and education to architecture, urbanism and environment.
APUR: The City Planning Agency of Paris (APUR)
Its tasks is to follow up urban evolutions, to participate in the definition of development and planning policies,
to work out the orientations of the urban policy and planning documents and to prepare projects for Paris, its
urban area and the whole, or part of, the Ile de France Region.
Parisian Climate protection agency
By 2010, the city of Pairs will open the Parisian Climate protection agency to animate the climate debate on
the city directly to Parisians and all stakeholders.

3 Building Stock
3.1

Provide some data on the existing local building stock.

We currently estimate that there are more than 5 millions sqm roofs which would be available to receive
solar cells. This analysis was made from flight picture of the city, we must accurate by a specific survey
about the opportunities: shadows, orientation, technical or architecture problems…

3.2

Please indicate future construction/renovation projects in your city where
effective policy for solar urban planning could be implemented.

There are 17 areas of urban renewal on the Parisian territory today, which represents only 10% of the
territory. We must add that there are only 3 non-built zones.
One of these virgin zones is in the ZAC Clichy-batignolles so it offers the possibility of a futur construction
project where effective policy for solar urban planning could be implemented.
Two objectives of this ZAC are:
!
85% renewable energies in heat production (heating and hot water)
!
production of photovoltaic electricity

3.3

Refurbishment activities: please quantify the refurbishment activities in your
municipality with as much detail as possible

(e.g. refurbishment rate, costs of

refurbishment...).

In 2002 the city of Paris launched the "Grand Projet de Renouvellement Urbain", G.P.R.U (Major Urban
Renewal Project) to act on 11 priority sites. the goal is to improve the quality of life of the peripheral living
quarters, it concerns 200 000 residents and 7 districts.
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Adding ZAC (urban development zones) and other projects, globally, 17 sectors are in urban renewal or 10%
of Paris area.
With the Climate Protection Plan the city of Paris sets ''ambitious'' goals against global warming and wants to
be “exemplary'' on his own skills. It plans to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions and energy
consumption by 30% by 2020 compared to 2004. The plan also aims to reach 30% renewables in energy
consumption of the municipal park.
The city launched a major refurbishment plan of the municipal park to reach these objectives, including, the
objective of 55 000 refurbished social dwellings, or 25% of the park by 2020 with a budget of 480 million
euros. These renovated homes aim for a performance of 80Kwh/m2/year instead of 270 on current average.
The other major objective is the refurbishment of 600 schools by 2016 to reach a reduction of 30% of energy
consumption for each building with 320 million euros estimated cost.

4 Solar Market and Potential
4.1

Installed solar (thermal/photovoltaic) capacity at local level.

Paris currently presents an installed capacity of 12.000 sqm of solar thermal panels and 3.00 sqm of PV
panels, globally responsible for 0,01% of the total energy mix.
Currently, city of Paris finances a special survey to establish the installed solar and the global potential of
RES for the City by 2020. This survey will be able (June 2010) to answer precisely to next questions 4.2, 4.3
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and 4.4.

4.2

Effective contribution of solar energy for the local energy mix.

The effective contribution of solar energy to the local energy mix is 0,01%.

4.3

Technical/economical potential at local level.

The survey to identify the potential is underway so, the objective of reduction of Parisian carbon footprint, for
the moment, results notably by the project of 200 000 sqm of solar panels in Paris by 2014. The city of Paris
initiates studies on the feasibility of solar installations on municipal public facilities and private domain.
In 2009 and 2010, 787 sqm of solar panel (PV + thermal) have been or will be installed on six sites
(swimming pools, day nurseries, gymnasiums…)
Parisian social lessors install more solar panels:
!
Paris Habitat announces the installation of 10 000 sqm of new solar panels
!
RIVP identified a potential of 1115 sqm of solar panels (PV : 400 sqm + thermal : 715 sqm)
!
SIEMP projects 1 186m ! (PV: 150 sqm + thermal: 1 036 sqm).
End of June 2009, these three lessors have installed 3 321 sqm of solar panels in Paris.
Large-scale operations will be conducted in the near future:
!
The Halle Carpentier (ZAC): 2140 sqm (2013).
!
The Halle Pajol (ZAC): 3500 sqm (ongoing study).
!
ZAC clichy-batignolles: 40 000 sqm of potential surface identified.

4.4

Percentage of energy demand to be covered if such capacity would be
reached.

If the 200 000 sqm are reached in 2014, with PV technologies, it will represent 20 GWh of annual electricity
production or 1.6% of renewable energies, or 0.2% of electricity consumption (10 200 GWh estimated for
2014) in Paris.
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4.5

Are there renewable technologies which are widely diffused in your city and
that can therefore contribute in a renewable obligation?

La compagnie parisienne du chauffage urbain (CPCU), parisian heating company provides a quarter of the
parisians for heating. The company uses energy recovery of household waste up to 49% in its production of
heat (annual production of heat : 6 394 thermal GWh), using three incineration plants the production of steam is
around 610t/hour. The company also develops the use of geothermal ressources.

CPCU distribution network
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